Abstract—Recent studies indicate that the energy cost and carbon footprint of data centers have become exorbitant. It is a demanding and challenging task to reduce energy consumption in large-scale storage systems in modern data centers. Most energy conservation techniques inevitably have adverse impacts on parallel disk systems. To address the reliability issues of energy-efficient parallel disks, we propose a reliable energy-efficient RAID system called REED, which aims at improving both energy efficiency and reliability of RAID systems by seamlessly integrating HDDs and SSDs. At the heart of REED is a high-performance cache mechanism powered by SSDs, which are serving popular data. Under light workload conditions, REED spins down HDDs into the low-power mode, thereby offering energy conservation. Importantly, during an I/O access turbulence (i.e., I/O load is dynamically and frequently changing), REED is conducive to reducing the number of disk power-state transitions by keeping HDDs in the low-power mode while serving requests with SSDs. We build a model to quantitatively show that REED is capable of improving the reliability of energy-efficient RAIDs. We implement the REED prototype in a real-world RAID-0 system. Our experimental results demonstrate that REED improves the energy-efficiency of conventional RAID-0 by up to 73% while maintaining good reliability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional energy-saving techniques in disk array (RAID) systems do not take into account adverse impacts of energy conservation mechanisms on system reliability. Existing solutions tend to frequently spin up and down hard disk drives (HDDs) or replace HDDs with solid state disks (SSDs). These solutions may cause severe mechanical malfunction of HDDs and lead to permanent data loss. Moreover, heavy write I/O loads shorten the lifetime of SSDs due to the limited numbers of erasure cycles of flash memory. SSDs are more expensive than HDDs; therefore, it is non-cost-effective to build a large-scale storage system using SSDs. In this paper, we propose a hybrid RAID system called REED aiming to improve reliability and energy efficiency of storage systems by integrating HDDs and SSDs. At the heart of REED is the hybrid disk technique that exploits SSDs’ low power consumption as well as HDDs’ large capacity and long lifetime to improve energy efficiency and reliability of RAID systems under dynamically changing I/O workloads.

A. Motivations

The following four factors motivate us to develop the REED system that is reliable and energy efficient.

- the high energy consumption of storage systems in data centers;
- the challenge of improving energy efficiency of RAID systems;
- the benefit of integrating solid state disks and hard drives; and
- the adverse impacts of existing energy-saving techniques on RAID system reliability.

Motivation 1. Increasing evidence indicates that as much as 27% of the energy in a modern data center is consumed by storage devices [4]. Even worse, such a fraction tends to go up as data storage capacity is dramatically rising by 60% annually [32]. Energy spent to operate disks leads to high heat dissipation, which poses a serious obstacle to the development of energy-efficient cooling systems. Improving energy efficiency of storage systems can substantially reduce operating costs of large-scale data centers; reducing energy consumption of storage systems offers potential economical and environmental benefits [7].

Motivation 2. Data centers that consume significant amount of energy deploy reliable RAID systems to meet the growing requirements of capacity and I/O performance. This trend makes it appealing and practical to improve the energy efficiency of RAID devices through the development of promising energy-conservation approaches. Due to the data-stripping mechanism, each disk in a RAID system stores only a portion of files; thus, all disks have to be power-on to service I/O
requests even under light workload conditions. Such characteristics of RAIDs make conventional energy-saving techniques, such as dynamic power management and workload skew techniques, inadequate for RAID systems.

**Motivation 3.** A few existing approaches build energy-efficient RAIDs for data archival systems [9], whereas others make good tradeoffs between performance and energy efficiency [30][50]. Controller-level cache management schemes leverage skew striping patterns [39] to reduce the number of power-on disks to meet system loads in RAID systems [21]. NAND-flash-based solid state disks (SSDs) are becoming popular storage devices thanks to their significant advantage of good shock resistance, fast data accessing, and lower energy consumption. However, SSD’s drawback in low-cost-efficiency and short lifetime prevent them from being widely applied to large data centers. Recent studies show that the erasure code structure can mitigate the short lifetime of SSDs [2][24].

**Motivation 4.** Existing energy conservation techniques can yield significant energy savings in disks. While several energy conservation schemes like cache-based energy-saving approaches normally have marginal impact on disk reliability, many energy-saving schemes (e.g., dynamic power management and workload skew techniques) inevitably have noticeable adverse impacts on storage systems [6][42]. For example, dynamic power management (DPM) techniques save energy by using frequent disk spin-downs and spin-ups, which in turn can shorten disk lifetime[45][47].

We have designed and measured the Reliable Energy-Efficient RAID (REED), which combines HDDs and SSDs to reduce negative effects on system reliability while reducing power consumption. REED aims to squeeze the hard drives’ benefit in high cost-efficiency, high capacity, and long lifetime as well as making use of SSDs as the replica storage to take place sets of hard disks during light I/O workload. Compared to a conventional 5-disk RAID, a 6-hybrid-disk REED (5 HDDs and 1 SSD) can reduce power consumption by up to 73% while maintaining reasonable reliability and comparable power consumption under a fluctuating system workload. Moreover, REED reuses different RAID levels so that it can be applied to general RAID technologies.

The benefits of REED are three-fold:

- As REED uses hard drives as the primary storage method, it provides an un-comparable capacity budget for data centers;
- REED offers a better balance among energy consumption, reliability, and hardware budget under a fluctuating system workload;
- REED retains a better system reliability compared to flash-based RAID systems and provides a practical solution during the transition period from full-HDD storage to full-memory storage.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the observation of storage systems in term of workload, energy efficiency, and reliability. In Section III, we describe the architecture and design of REED. The experimental methodology and reliability analysis are presented in Section IV. Section V presents experimental results as well as performance analysis. In Section VI, we discuss the related work. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper with future research directions.

**II. Observations**

**Increasing Needs for Storage:** With the rapid growth of data generated in data-intensive applications, the requirement of storage space has been dramatically growing. Large-scale parallel I/O systems are widely used in high-performance computer systems. For example, the Facebook Photos application currently stores over 260 billion images, which account for more than 20 petabytes of data. Furthermore, up to 60 terabytes of image files are uploaded weekly [5].

**Cyclic Load Fluctuation:** An increasing number of online systems exhibit intriguing workload patterns that are cyclic fluctuations. Fig. 1 shows the collected request rates of an online server running for 48 hours at the Florida State University. The access patterns plotted in Fig. 1 implies that I/O load is periodically changing back and forth between light and heavy ones during the two-day observation interval. Such dynamically changing workload makes it possible to conserve energy by reducing the number of active disks under light load as long as performance needs are satisfied.

**Solid State Storage:** Solid State Devices or SSDs have emerged in the last few years as a viable replacement for hard drives in a wide variety of application settings. Commodity SSDs offer promising random read and write performance, potentially eliminating I/O bottlenecks in high-performance data centers while driving down energy consumption [3]. OCZ
reports that SSDs speed up the performance of conventional hard drives (HDDs) by a factor of more than 100 [28]. More importantly, the power efficiency of SSDs is significantly higher than that of HDDs; for example, the power consumption of an SSD and an HDD at a peak load are 2W and 6W, respectively. Unfortunately, SSDs have severe disadvantages that prevent them from being widely applied in modern data centers. These drawbacks include low endurance limits and high cost. Very recently, a study demonstrates that the erasure limit of MLC devices is typically ranging anywhere from 5,000 to 10,000 cycles per block [41]. Although the SSD's cost per GB sharply drops down to 80¢, the cost-efficiency of SSDs is nowhere near that of HDDs, which cost as low as 5¢ per GB [33][17].

Energy Efficiency vs. Reliability: Evidence on the reliability of RAID systems began to accumulate indicating that existing energy conservation techniques are inadequate for RAID systems due to the following three reasons [39]. First, no opportunity is offered to spin down any disk in a conventional RAID system due to the I/O load balancing across all the disks for maximized disk parallelism and performance. Second, hard disks were not designed for frequent power cycles, which significantly reduce HDD life expectancy. Third, energy-efficient caching and dynamic power management are inapplicable for RAIDs deployed in server systems, because the servers are too busy to have any long idle time period.

A reliability analysis (see, for example, [47]) on energy-efficient RAID systems suggests that an energy-saving mechanism greatly affects the healthiness of parallel disks, and the reason is two-fold: (1) the power-state-transition frequency caused by spinning up and down disks may lead to mechanical malfunctions in disks [46]; (2) flash-based disks are likely to exceed the erasure limits and have a high risk of breaking down with high frequent updates.

In order to take the full advantages of both SSDs and HDDs, we propose a solution called REED that fully utilizes HDDs under heavy workload conditions and hybrid disks (i.e., SSDs and HDDs are integrated) in light workload scenarios. When the workload of a storage system is heavy, no energy-saving mechanism can be applied to conserve energy by placing disks into the low-power mode. In this case, REED leverages SSDs as primary storage devices to achieve high I/O capacity and data reliability; REED also enlarges the lifetime of SSDs by keeping SSDs in the power-off state to avoid frequent updates on SSDs. Under light workload, SSDs are powered on to perform as a cache and a buffer for HDDs that are transitioning into the low-power mode to conserve energy. In doing so, SSDs boost the reliability of HDDs by eliminating the number of unnecessary power-state transitions in HDDs.

III. A RELIABLE ENERGY-EFFICIENT RAID

The overarching goal of REED is to offer high system reliability and energy efficiency by allocating data stripes to disks. In this section, we first propose an approach to placing data stripes in a way to conserve energy. Next, we outline the architecture of REED. Then, we articulate a way of modeling data popularity. Finally, we describe how to maintain high reliability for energy-efficient disk arrays.

A. Conserving Energy through Data Strip Allocation

REED leverages solid state disks, which are highly energy efficient, to cache and buffer data stripes in a skewed fashion. In doing so, REED strives to shut down a subset of disks while maintaining the RAID structure. When disks are powered off, REED services I/O requests via a combination of blocks residing on power-on disks as well as on data replicas residing on the SSDs. REED identifies blocks that have been frequently accessed (a.k.a., hot data); replicas of hot data blocks are placed and managed into SSDs. Hence, in the case where a few disks are spun down, requests accessing hot data can naturally and quickly be served by SSDs. Evidence begins to accumulate showing that when workload is light, requests are likely to access hot data. Although a request might access data that are less popular than hot data, disks may be temporarily spun up to provide an I/O service under the light load. Recently accessed cold data will be cached into SSDs after disks are spun down again, thereby reducing unnecessary disk power-state transitions when the cold data is accessed in the not-long-distant future.

By replicating an appropriate amount of data strips to SSDs based on system workload, REED aims to aggressively conserve energy by reducing the number of disks that are in the active mode. REED is maintaining high energy efficiency thanks to SSDs’ low power consumption, which is one third of that of hard drives or HDDs. Even though SSDs are more expensive than HDDs in terms of price per GB, SSD-enabled REED becomes cost-effective in the long run by the virtue of SSDs’ low energy usage and high I/O performance.

Fig. 2 shows an example of a REED-0 system (a.k.a Reliable Energy-Efficient RAID-0), which is comprised of five HDDs and a single SSD. When system workload in the REED-0 system is relatively high, all the disks are turned on. In this case, REED performs as a conventional RAID system offering maximized I/O parallelisms and performance (see also stage (a) in Fig. 2). During high workload, performance and quality of service receive a higher priority than energy efficiency. As I/O load decreases, REED spins down a disk (e.g., HDD5) as long as blocks stored in HDD5 are replicated into an SSD (see also stage (b) in Fig. 2). To address the drawback of limited capacity in SSDs, REED only keeps replicas of hot blocks in SSDs while storing cold blocks (i.e., unpopular data) in HDDs. If the load continues decreasing, REED will further shut down more disks (see also stages (c) and (d) in Fig. 2) until it reaches a state where only one disk and one SSD are servicing the lightest I/O load (see also state (e) in Fig. 2). Recognizing that an SSD delivers high I/O performance 100 times faster than hard drives [28], we argue that I/O performance of REED in the one-HDD-one-SSD state is superior to a RAID-0 system that contains three-HDDs.
B. The REED Architecture

Fig. 3 outlines the architecture of our proposed REED. The architecture is composed of both SSDs and HDDs, among which HDDs service as a primary storage whereas SSDs perform as a caching mechanism for data replicas. Recall that the goal of REED is to reduce system energy consumption under light workload. The number of SSDs and the capacity of SSDs are determined by the performance and space requirements of applications running in REED. Obviously, increasing the number of SSDs in REED leads to a large storage system with an improved I/O performance; on the other hand, an excessive number of SSDs inevitably makes REED less cost effective. REED consists of four key functional modules including a workload monitor, a director, an SSD manager, and a disk manager. The workload manager of REED is responsible for monitoring I/O access patterns and dynamically measuring system workload. Other than the monitor, the director is in charge of determining the number of HDDs that are in the active mode; the director judiciously determines which SSDs should be involved when a subset of disks are powered off during light system load. Importantly, the director is managing I/O distributions among active HDDs and proactively loading the replicas of data strips from HDDs to SSDs. When the system runs under heavy workload, REED relies on the original RAID configuration to preserve high I/O performance. In case of light I/O load, REED identifies the number of power-on HDDs and SSDs while shutting down a subset of HDDs to boost energy efficiency.

The workload monitor in REED continuously monitors system I/O workload, allowing the director to determine whether the hybrid mechanism should be activated. Once the dynamically changing workload reaches a preset utilization threshold, the director of REED is triggered to decide the number of active disks and to manage replicas cached in SSDs. Utilization thresholds (i.e., high threshold and low threshold) are configurable in REED. When the system load reaches the high threshold, disks in the low-power mode are spun up to serve heavy workload; if the load is below a low threshold, a subset of disks are transitioned into the low-power mode to conserve energy. Section III-C discusses the details of the thresholds and the workload turbulence issue addressed by our threshold policy.

C. Data Popularity and Thresholds

The data popularity can be characterized using a Zipf-like distribution with high coefficient. The Zipf’s law suggests that the popularity of a file measured in terms of I/O access frequency is the inverse of the file’s rank. The relationship between a file’s access frequency and its rank can be expressed as $P(r) = 1/(\ln(N) \times r)$ where $N$ is the number of files, $r$ is the rank of a file, $P(r)$ represents the file popularity [18]. For example, given 5000 files (i.e., $N = 5000$), the popularity or access frequency of the most popular file is $1/(\ln(5000) \times 1) = 11.7\%$.

When it comes to power management, the director compares system workload with a threshold, based on which the director judiciously decides which disk should be power-on or power-off. REED applies the fixed-threshold technique, the principle of which is straightforward - a disk is spun down after the system’s utilization is below a pre-specified threshold. The monitor of REED measures the system load in terms of I/O bandwidth within a time window. The fixed-threshold technique does not address the I/O burstiness incurred by making and placing replicas of popular data. Before turning off a disk, REED ensures that popular data stored on the
disk are duplicated to an SSD. In case the replicated data are not available on the SSD, REED initiates the data duplication process, which pushes up the system utilization. The increased utilization attributed to making replicas and turning off disks may become higher than the threshold, thereby triggering REED to turn on disks again. Such turbulent workload conditions inevitably and frequently power disks on and off. To tackle this problem, REED seamlessly integrates the multiple-threshold policy into the fixed-threshold scheme.

To address the aforementioned turbulent workloads, we configure in REED two thresholds (i.e., high and low thresholds) making three utilization zones called high-, medium-, and low-utilization zones (i.e., H-zone, M-zone, and L-zone). The power management goal is to keep the system utilization in the M-zone. Specifically, REED starts turning off disks when the utilization is in L-zone and turning on disks if the utilization is in H-zone. For example, we set the high and low thresholds to 80% and 30% given access patterns. When the utilization of a 4-disk system is in L-zone (i.e., load is below 30%), REED spins down a disk. As a result, the new 3-disk system's utilization goes up to 40%; the data duplication process contributes 20% load. The total utilization of 60% keeps the system load in M-Zone, avoiding the workload turbulence problem.

D. Improving Reliability

To improve reliability of energy-efficient RAID, we ensure that REED is capable of tolerating disk failures. In energy-efficient RAIDs, life expectancy of server-class disks is likely to be reduced due to power-state transitions. This problem is addressed in REED by facilitating RAIDs with data redundancy (i.e., placing replicas of popular data into SSDs).

REED can be envisioned as an intermediate layer sitting above a software RAID, which is supported by the operating system and physical storage devices. Thus, REED inherits data redundancy, striping granularity, and disk layouts. For example, the REED-0 system, which is a reliable energy-efficient RAID-0, is able to reconstruct a failed disk from parity blocks.

One challenge we are facing is how to maintain a high reliability of SSDs in REED. SSDs have limited erasure cycles; frequent data updates under light I/O load may shorten the lifetime of REED when it is in the SSD-HDD hybrid state. Furthermore, an excessive number of power-state transitions sabotages the reliability of hard disks. For example, suppose the transition frequency is 300 per month, the annual failure (AFR) rate is increased by 0.13% [45].

In order to maintain high reliability of SSDs, REED limits the number of erase cycles of SSDs by disabling the SSDs under heavy I/O load. Enormous number of writes issued under high workloads tends to substantially shorten the lifespan of SSDs. Reducing the number of erase cycles is achieved by keeping SSDs active when workload conditions are light. Apart from improving the reliability of SSDs, REED is capable of maintaining high reliability of HDDs. Reliable HDDs become possible in REED, because the number of power-state transitions of HDDs are reduced by SSDs under light and fluctuating workloads.

IV. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

To provide a reliability analysis for REED, we implement REED in a disk array simulator by extending DiskSim [19], which is a widely used simulator for storage systems. Because there is a lack of a power model and SSD support in DiskSim, we incorporate simulated SSDs developed by Microsoft [26] and a power model built by Manzanares [24] into DiskSim. The updated disk simulator is driven by a web server trace that resembles read-intensive I/O traffic.

A. A Disk Model

We choose a disk model to simulate the real-world Seagate ST3146855LW [35] disks, because in our reliability model two major coefficient values of the Seagate disk can be obtained from a white paper [4]. The detailed parameters are summarized in Table I.

B. Simulating SSDs

An SSD extension developed by Microsoft is patched to the DiskSim simulator to investigate SSDs. Specifically, we choose the OCZ Vector as the SSD module [27] because of two reasons. First, OCZ is one of the largest SSD vendors with a good reputation on SSD products [38]. Second, OCZ is one of few SSD companies that released details on their SSD product specifications. The detailed parameters are shown in Table II.

C. Extending DiskSim

We extend the DiskSim simulator by incorporating disk power state transitions. Because the disk models in the original DiskSim do not support power management, we add seven key parameters into the disk models to facilitate energy conservation techniques. In the extended DiskSim, we consider
two major power states – active and standby. Specifically, parameter `hdd_power_on` indicates power consumption when a disk is serving requests; parameter `hdd_power_off` is the power consumption when the disk is placed into the standby state. Parameters `hdd_time_sd` and `hdd_time_su` keep track of the amount of time spent in spinning down and up the disks, respectively. Parameters `hdd_power_sd` and `hdd_power_su` are the energy consumed to spin down and spin up the disk, respectively.

We modify DiskSim in a way to determine circumstances under which the disks should be spun down to conserve energy or be spun up to service requests when I/O load is surging up. We create an utilization tracker in DiskSim to calculate the system utilization. When the utilization exceeds the upper threshold (i.e., in H-zone), the tracker spins up standby disks in response to heavy workload; if the utilization drops below the lower threshold (i.e., in L-zone), the tracker spins down disks to offer energy savings. Such a power management feature is implemented by adding a UTI_Chk event to the DiskSim’s event queue. In addition to the utilization tracker, we implement a data-replica manager in DiskSim to simulate I/O load introduced by duplicating popular data into an SSD (see also Section III-C). If the replica manager confirms that data are not available on the SSD, then the manager will simulate REED’s data duplication process by creating a list of I/O requests according to the amount of data to be duplicated.

D. Traces

The energy efficiency of REED is highly affected by workload characteristics. For example, under a continuously high load, there is the lack of opportunity for REED to save energy by powering off any disk. Nevertheless, no energy saving schemes can reduce energy consumption under heavy workloads. When the workload becomes light, REED is likely to turn off most of the hard drives to achieve optimized energy efficiency.

To resemble real-world scenarios, we make use of a web server trace to drive the extended DiskSim. We choose the web server trace to conduct our experiments; the reason is threefold. First, the web trace exhibits the load-fluctuation feature, which demonstrates the strengths of REED. For example, the workload of multimedia web servers stays low during daytime, surges up in evenings, and drops down after midnights. Second, most of the web service providers support the always-write-new policy rather than repeatedly updating stored data. This policy avoids multiple writes to a data block in SSDs, thereby improving the lifetime of SSDs. Last, this study is focused on read-intensive workloads, which are represented by the web traces. Most datasets managed by web service providers (e.g., YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter) are write-once-read-multiple-times in nature. The web trace resembles the I/O workloads of popular real-world web services.

The web traces were collected by the Department of Computer Science at Florida State University. The trace captures activities from 4 AM, June 12, 2005 to 1AM, June 17, 2005. The trace collected during this time interval includes 47,562 requests accessing 14 Gbytes of data [1]. The relatively light workload, which captures the essence of read-intensive cyclic loads, sheds light on REED’s system performance in terms of energy efficiency and reliability.

E. Reliability Analysis

We apply MREED [47] to quantify the system reliability of our proposed REED. It is noteworthy that MREED is a reliability modeling framework for parallel disk systems coupled with energy conservation techniques. One critical module in MREED is to model the impact of energy-efficient schemes on the utilization and power-state transition frequency of each disk in a parallel disk system. A second important module of MREED is to calculate the annual failure rate of each disk as a function of the disk’s utilization and power-state transition frequency. Given the annual failure rate of each disk in a parallel disk system, MREED derives the reliability of the system.

MREED is composed of a Weibull-based disk reliability model, a system-level reliability model, and three reliability-affecting factors (i.e., temperature, power state transition frequency, and utilization). Many energy-saving schemes inherently affect reliability-related factors like disk utilization and transition frequency. Given an energy optimization mechanism, MREED first converts data access patterns into transition frequency and utilization. The Weibull-based disk reliability model derives individual disk’s possibility of failure from utilization and power-on hours per year. Each disk’s reliability is an input to the system-level reliability model evaluating the annual failure rate of parallel disk systems. Fig. 4 outlines the MREED reliability modeling framework.

![Fig. 4: Overview of the MREED reliability modeling framework.](image-url)
The system reliability can be expressed as

\[ R = R_{util} \times \tau + \alpha \times R_{freq} \]  

(1)

where \( R_{util} \) is the baseline failure rate derived from disk utilization, which is examined by the Weibull distribution (see Eq. 2 [2]), \( \tau \) is the temperature factor, \( \alpha \) is a coefficient to reliability \( R \), and \( R_{freq} \) is a power-state transition frequency adder to the baseline failure rate. We apply Eq. 3 [45] to calculate adder \( R_{freq} \).

\[ R(t) = \int_{t}^{\infty} \frac{\beta(\theta)}{\theta^\beta} \exp\left[-\frac{x^\beta}{\theta}\right] dx \]

\[ = \exp\left[-\left(\frac{t - \beta}{\theta}\right)^\beta\right] \]

(2)

\[ R_{freq}(f) = 1.51e^{-6}f^2 - 1.09e^{-5}f + 1.39e^{-2}, f \in [0, 100] \]  

(3)

where \( f \) is a power-state transition frequency and \( R_{freq}(f) \) represents an adder to the base annual failure rate.

Thanks to the absence of mechanical moving units, SSDs are more reliable than hard drives in terms of traditional reliability measurements such as mean time to failure (i.e., MTTF) or mean time to data loss (i.e., MTTDL). The lifetime of SSDs is largely determined by bit error rate or BER. Growing evidence shows that bit errors occur due to writes, reads, and bit-rot over time [14]. In practice, hardware ECC is applied to reduce SSD error rates. There are two types of BER, namely, RBER (raw bit error rate) and UBER (uncorrectable bit error rate). RBER is a pre-ECC measure, whereas UBER is a post-ECC measure.

From the perspective of data loss, a storage system is reliable unless any data stored on the system can not be recovered. A REED system does not fail even if all SSD disks become faulty, because SSDs are holding replicas of popular accessed data stored on hard drives. In other words, replicated data kept on faulty SSDs can be straightforwardly recovered from corresponding hard disks. For the sake of simplicity without loss of generality, in our reliability analysis we pay attention to hard disk failures. In our future study, we will address the reliability issue of SSDs in REED.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup

In our experiments, we focus on the comparisons between REED and RAID-0, which achieves high I/O performance by the virtue of the striping technique. The drawback of RAID-0 lies in the lack of a data recovery mechanism.

Apart from RAID-0, we compare REED against PARAID (i.e., Power-Aware RAID), which is a well-known energy-efficient RAID system. During the process of evaluation, we focus on energy savings as well as system reliability. Table III summarizes the configuration parameters of the disk systems used throughout our experiments. A baseline disk system is comprised of five disks, whereas the REED system incorporates an extra SSD as a cache disk performing under light workloads. An initial mode configured in both PARAID and REED is the full-disk mode, in which all hard disks are power-on and the SSD cache disk in REED is turned off.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disk Type</th>
<th>SEAGATE ST3146855FC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>146 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cach Size</td>
<td>SATA 16MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer to Host Transfer Rate</td>
<td>4Gb/s (MAX)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Disks</td>
<td>5(RAID)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Period</td>
<td>48 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval Time</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power On Hour Per Year</td>
<td>8760</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We deploy Seagate’s disks in REED, RAID-0, and PARAID. To resemble real-world Seagate disks, we set \( \beta \) and \( \theta \) to 0.55 and 8410332 in the Weibull analysis model [47]; the temperature factor \( \tau \) is set to 0.54 [10].

B. Power Consumption

Recognizing that the trace used in our experiments represents light I/O loads, we extrapolate the trace in two ways. First, we increase the arrival rate in terms of request per second. Second, we enlarge the data size of each I/O request. More specifically, in the first modification, we keep all the request sizes unchanged while substantially speeding up the arrival rate of the trace by a factor of 256, which are denoted as 256x. Such a manipulation results in a high arrival rate of 58 requests per second, respectively. As for the second modification, the request size is increased to 32MB, which correspond to a high throughput of 27 MB per second, respectively.

Figs. 5 plots the power consumption of RAID-0, PARAID-0, and REED-0 under a two file-size settings. When I/O throughput are dramatically changing, PARAID-0 spares no effort to switch the number of power-on disks to achieve high energy efficiency and acceptable I/O bandwidth. Hence, PARAID-0 and REED-0 exhibit higher energy efficiency than the traditional RAID-0 system. Thanks to SSDs’ low power consumption and high I/O bandwidth, REED-0 fully utilizes one hard drive and one SSD for a long time period under light load. As a result, REED-0 reduces the energy consumption of PARAID-0 by more than 40%.

Now we evaluate the performance of REED in the context of multimedia systems. We manipulate the trace modification by setting the file size to 32MB, because the file size resemble real-world video streaming services like YouTube and Hulu. Figs. 6 reveals the power consumption of RAID-0, PARAID-0 and REED-0 under a two file-size settings. When I/O throughput are dramatically changing, PARAID-0 spares no effort to switch the number of power-on disks to achieve high energy efficiency and acceptable I/O bandwidth. In contrast, REED-0 takes the full advantage of SSDs to reduce energy consumption. Fig. 6 shows that without frequent power-state transitions, REED-0 conserves energy by 70%. 

We apply Eq. 3 [45] to calculate adder \( R_{freq} \).
C. Reliability Analysis

Figs. 7-8 illustrate the annual failure rates (AFR) of RAID-0, PARAID-0, and REED-0 driven by the real-world Web trace. RAID-0’s AFR behavior stands out from all four figures, primarily due to the lack of energy-saving mechanisms. PARAID-0 and REED-0 exhibit higher AFRs than those of RAID-0, because of the reduced number of power-state transitions affecting the reliability of energy-efficient storage systems [47]. Furthermore, REED-0 lowers the AFR value of PARAID-0 thanks to the minimized number of power-transitions.

Although REED-0’s system reliability is slightly lower than that of RAID-0, REED-0 is superior to RAID-0 in terms of energy efficiency. Moreover, REED-0 exhibits a lower annual failure rate than that of PARAID-0 – a well-known parallel storage system powered by an energy-saving scheme. Table IV summarizes the reliability of a parallel disk system managed by REED-0 and PARAID-0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RAID-0</th>
<th>PARAID-0</th>
<th>REED-0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File Size: 32MB</td>
<td>256x</td>
<td>32MB</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFR (%)</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV: Reliability improvement of REED-0 over PARAID-0.

VI. RELATED WORK

A hard disk drive (HDD) is a complex dynamic system made up of various electrical, electronic, and mechanical components [44]. A handful of techniques were developed to conserve energy in a single HDD. Energy dissipation in hard drives can be reduced at the I/O level (e.g., dynamic power management[11][22] and multi-speed disks[16]), the operating system level (e.g., power-aware caching/prefetching[49][36]), and the application level (e.g. software DMP[37] and cooperative I/O[40]). The existing energy-saving techniques designed for parallel disks often rely on one of the two basic ideas -
power management and workload skew. Power management schemes conserve energy by turning disks into the standby mode after a period of idle time. Although multi-speed disks have not yet been widely adopted in storage systems, power management was incorporated into multi-speed disks to provide energy savings [16][15][20]. The basic idea of workload skew is to concentrate I/O workloads from a large number of parallel disks into a small subset of disks allowing other disks to be placed in the standby mode [30][9][31][39].

Growing evidence shows that the existing energy-saving schemes inherently impose adverse impacts on disk systems [6][42][47]. For example, the power management schemes are likely to result in an excessive number of disk spin-downs and spin-ups, which significantly shorten hard disk lifetimes. The workload skew techniques dynamically migrate frequently accessed data to a subset of disks [23], which inevitably have a higher risk of breaking down than other disks that are usually in the standby mode. Disks storing popular data tend to have high failure rates due to extremely unbalanced workloads. Hence, the popular data disks have a strong likelihood to become a reliability bottlenecks.

A malfunction of any component in a hard disk drive leads to a disk failure. Reliability — one of the key characteristics of disks — can be measured in terms of mean-time-between-failure (MTBF). More often than not, disk manufacturers investigate MTBFs of disks either by laboratory testing or mathematical modeling. Although hard drive manufacturers claim that the MTBF value of disks is longer than one million hours [34], users have experienced a much lower MTBF from field testing data [12]. More importantly, it is challenging to measure MTBF due to a wide range of contributing factors like disk age, utilization, temperature, and power-state transition frequency [12].

A handful of reliability models were successfully developed for storage systems. For example, Páris et. al investigated an approach to computing both average failure rate and mean time to failure in distributed storage systems [29]; Elerath and Pecht proposed a flexible model for estimating reliability of RAID systems [13]; and Xin et. al developed a model to study disk infant mortality [43]. Unlike these reliability models tailored for conventional parallel and distributed disk systems, the MREED model developed by Yin et. al pays special attention to reliability of parallel disk systems coupled with energy-saving mechanisms [47].

VII. Conclusion

In this paper, we designed a parallel storage system called REED, which is highly reliable and energy-efficient in nature. REED incorporates solid state drives (SSDs) into disk arrays to form a hybrid system reducing energy consumption. Importantly, REED aims to improve energy efficiency while maintaining good reliability of hard and solid state drives. More specifically, REED not only minimizes the number of power-state transitions in hard disks, but also reduces frequent data updates in solid state disks. REED is conducive to boosting the reliability of both hard drives and solid state disks by taking fluctuating I/O workloads into account. REED aggressively applies SSDs to serve requests under light workloads, thereby allowing hard disks to be power-off to conserve energy. Thanks to the high bandwidth of SSDs, there is no need to frequently change hard disks’ power states in the presence of fluctuating workloads. Energy savings become impossible under heavy loads. In this case, all hard drives are kept active while turning off SSDs to decrease the number of data erasures that seriously affect SSD reliability. Our experimental results confirm that compared with PARAID, our REED achieves high energy efficiency while maintaining good reliability of storage systems.

In the not-too-distant future, we plan to address the following open issues. First of all, we will extend REED to meet the needs of RAID-1 and RAID-5. We will investigate how to make REED cache RAID-1’s popular data in SSDs while managing data replica stored in mirroring disks. When it comes to RAID-5, we will propose a way of caching data as well as parity blocks in SSDs in REED. Second, we intend to design an online algorithm to automatically set thresholds for L-, M-, and H-zones. The goal of the online algorithm is to reduce power management overhead. Last but not the least, besides read-intensive workloads, write-intensive scenarios will be addressed in REED. If the write workloads are frequently changing, then REED will direct writes to SSDs rather than hard drives. Otherwise, writes will be serviced by hard drives. We will develop an algorithm to determine which write requests are redirected to the SSDs.
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